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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and register number on all the work you hand in

Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencilfor any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use paper clips, glue or correction fluid.

Answer all questions.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part

question.

lf working is needed for any question, it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The total of the marks for this paper is 80.

The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not

exact, give the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one

decimal place.
For r, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the

answer in terms of n.

This question paper consists of 18 printed pages (including this cover page)
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Mathematical Formulae

Compound fnturest

Mensaration

Trigonometry

Statisfics

Total amount : ,(, - #)'

Areaof triangl eABC: !absinC
2

Arc length : r0, where 0 is in radians

Sector area: !r'A,where 0 is in radians
2

Curved surface area of a cone : nrl

Surface area ofa sphere : 4Tcrz

Volume of a cone : ln 'h
3

Volume of a sphere: ?fir-

a b c

sinl sinB sinC

a.' =b' +c' -2bccosA

Mean:
>,fx

2,7

I
3

Standard deviation:
'>f*' _ tfx

2f

Page2
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I Simplify azb +'rtGM

Answer all the questions.

Answer 12)

2 Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the largest.

5 2

0.83,
6'

Answer

v
4

t1l

3 Onesolutionoftheequation kxz +(k*l)x - J = 0 is r = 1.

Find

(a) the value of fr,

Answer

(b) the second possible value ofx.

Answer

tll

tll

Page 3
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4 (a) Write down the next two tenns in the following number sequence:

384, -192, 96, -49, ...

Answer

(b) Write down an expression for the n'h term of this sequence in (a).

Answer

tll

tll

5 Paul invests $43 000 in a bank product.

The balance, $l of this product after I years is given by the formula

A = 43000 x1.04Lt.

(a) Calculatel when t = 6.
Give your answer correct to the nearest cent.

Answer $................ tll
O) Find the percentage increase in the balance over 6 years. Give your answer correct to

two decimal places.

Answer % 12)

Page 4
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6 (a) Express 540 as the product of its prime factors.

O) The number 540k is a perfect cube.

Find the smallest positive integer value of k

Answer

Answer 540: tll

t1l

7 The scale of a map is 4 cm : 600 m.

(a) Write this scale in the form I : n .

Answer

O) An industrial park is represented by an area of 840 cm2 on the map.

Calculate the actual area of the industrial park in square kilometres.

Answer

tll

........kn2 12)

Page 5
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8 A bag contains 1 5 coins, r of which are 50 cents and the rest are 20 cents. One coin is
chosen at random and not replaced.

(a) Write down, in terms of n,the probability that the first coin chosen is 20 cents.

Answer tll

tll

(b) A second coin is chosen at random.
(i) Find, in terms of n, the probability that both coins chosen aure20 cents.

Answer

1(ii) The probability that both coins chosen arcZA cents is ;.
5

Show that n2 -29n+168=0.

(iiD Find the number of 50 cents coins in the bag initially

Answer

121

i3l

Page 6
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9 (a) Expand and simpliff (300-p)'z

(b) Hence, evaluate the value of 2972.

Answer

Answer

l2l

121

PageT
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10 The masses of two similar round mooncakes are 250 g and 54 g respectively.

(a) Find the ratio of the diarneter of the larger mooncake to the diameter of the smaller
mooncake.

Answer 121

(b) Given that the total surface area of the larger mooncake is 100 cm2, find the total
surface area of the smaller mooncake.

Answer cm2 l2l
(c) If the mass of the larger mooncake is increased by S|Yo,what is the corresponding

change in total surface area of the mooncake?

Answer % l2l

Page 8
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11 (: {integers x:21x< 16}

A: {rntegers that are prime numbers}

B : {integers x : Lxz - L}x+ 12 = 0 }

(a) Draw a Venn diagram to illustrate this information.

O) List the elements n A n B'.

t3l

Answer AllB':{ } I1l

t1l

(c) Write down the number of elements in .B'.

Answer

Page 9
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12 (a) Find the sum of interior angles of a pentagon.

Answer

(b)

In the diagram above, find the value ofx.

Answer .r:....................

o l2l

l2l

ox

*34F
(x

500 Jro

Page l0
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13 The masses (in kg) of 14 boys and 14 girls in a class are shown in the stem-and-leaf
diagram below:

Boys Girls
9993

64221
7 5 3

83

4

5

6

7

2335788
02259
I
2

Key (Boys)
314 means 43

Key (Girls)
413 means 43

(a) Write down the mode of the boys' mass.

Answer

O) Write down the median of the girls'mass.

Standard
deviation

(d) Explain briefly whether the boys or the girls are heavier in this class.

Answer . are heavier because

Answer

(c) Write down the values for the mean and standard deviation of the boys' mass.

Answer Mean: ..............................kg tl]

.....kg tll

....kg tll

......kg tll

tll

Page 11
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14 In store A, paint costs $23.20 per litre, detergent costs $4.50 per litre and alcohol costs
$9.80 per litre. In store B, paint costs $19.70 per litre, detergent costs $5.50 per litre and
alcohol costs $9.20 per litre.

/z* rf.zr Paint
This infomration can be represented by the makix g = [ +.S 5.5 | Oetergent

\ g.e s.z I Abohot

(a) John buys 8 litres of paint, 6 litres of detergent and 5 litres of alcohol.
Paul buys T litres of paint, 5 litres of detergent and 10litres of alcohol.

Represent their purchases in a 2 x 3 matrix P

Answer P:.......
(b) Evaluate the matrix R: PQ .

Answer R:

(c) How much money would Paul save by shopping in store B?

Answer $..........

lll

l2l

tll
(d) John shops in store A.

He has a shopping voucher that gives a discount of 20%.
How much does he pay in total for his items?

Answer $ lll

Page 12
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15 The graphs below show the result of sales of two competing brands over a few years.

LZO

80

40

Number of people prefer

Brand A

20L6 ZOLT 2018 2019 2A20

Number of people prefer

Brand B

60

40

20

U

2016 20L1 2018 2019 20ZO
0

State one aspect of the graphs which may be misleading and explain how this may lead to

a misinterpretation of the graphs.

Answer

121

Page 13
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16 (a) Solve the inequalities -7 Sbc + 5 < 13.

Answer 12)

(b) A rectangular card is measured to have a length of 8.3 cm and a width of 4.6 cm with
accuracy of 0.1 cm.
Find the smallest possible area of this card.

Answer .cm2 121

(c) The sketch shows the graph of y - ka-x .

The points (0, 3) and (-4, L875) lie on the graph.
Find the value of fr and of a.

Answer k

v
(-4,1875)

(0,3)

x0

Answer a:...,..,...........

ttl

Ill

Page 14
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17 Alan buys a car on hire purchase which costs $110,000.
Two banks offer him their respective hire purchase packages as follows

(a) Calculate the down-payment required for United Bank'

Answer $.

O) Calculate the total interest that Alan would pay if he chooses United Bank.

Answer $............

(c) Calculate the monthly instalment for Overseas Bank.

Answer q

(d) Give a suitable reason why Alan chose United Bank instead of Overseas Bank.

tll

t1l

13l

United Bank
Instalment PLanA

o 30o/o down-payment
o Equal monthly instalments for 7 years

o 3.5o/o simple interest per annum

Overseas Bank
Instalment Plan I

o 4Ao/o down-payment
o Equal monthly instalments for 5 years

o 4o/o simple interest per annum

Answer

l1l

Page 15
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tE The line i*4=1 cuts the r-axis atA ard,they-axis atB.35
Find

(a) the coordinates ofl

(b) the length of the line AB.

Answer units 121

(c) the equation of the line which passes through the point (5, - 7) and has the same

gradient asline AB.

Answer t3l

Page 16
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19 The line LB is drawn below.

A

(a) Conskuct kiangle ABC where angle ABC: 80o and BC: 6 cm.

(b) Construct the bisector of arrgle BAC.

(c) Construct the perpendicular bisector of BC

(d) Mark clearly a possible point which is outside the triangle, equidistant from.B
and C, and nearer to AB than AC.

B

tll

t1l

l1l

Label this pointP. t1I

Page 17
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20 A, B, C, D and E lie on a circle. AC is a diameter of the circle andAE is parallel to BD.

F is the point of intersection of AC and BD and angle ABF: 61" .

Find,

t

A

(a) angle ABC,

Answer

(b) angle CBD,

Answer

C

B

(c) angle CAD,

(d) angle AED.

tllAnswer

Answer

*E

121

** End of Paper --*

Page l8
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and register number on allthe work you hand in
Write in dark blue or black pen on both sides of the paper.

You may use an HB pencilfor any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use paper clips, glue or conection fluid.

Answer al! questions.
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For n, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in terms
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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound fnturest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount:

Curved surface area of a cone : nrl

Surface area ofa sphere : 4nr2

Volume of a cone : !w'h
3

Volume of a sphere:

{
l+r

100

4?
-fir'3

Area of trian gle ABQ: !absinC
2

Arc length : r0 , where 0 is in radians

Sector area : L r'O .where 0 is in radians
2

d b c

sinl sinB sinC

a' :b' +c' -2bccosA

2,fx
Mean: :-zf

'>f*'(zn.j
,f -\a 

)

z

Standard deviation:

4048l02lPrelim/20
PartnerlnLeaming

776
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3

1 (a) p=aq(r-2)

(, Bvahnte p when q =2 arrd r : -3 .

Answer

Answer

Anrwer

t1l

(ii) Express r in terms of p and. q

(b) Simotitu 9-6x
' '3-2x+3y-2xy

l2l

l2l

4048lAZPrelirnlz}
PartnerlnLeaming

777
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4

r (c) (D Express 7-4x+x2 inthe forrn (x - h)'*q.

Answer

(i, Sketch the graph of y =7 -4x+ x2 .

Indicate clearly the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the axes
and the turning point on the graph.

Answer v

x

(iii) Write the equation of line of symmetry of the graph y =7 -4x+x2

An-vwer

404810}lPrelinlz0
PartnerlnLeaming

778

l2l

t3l

t1l
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1 (d)
x 5 5+10x

)OiVe 

--r 

=-2-x' 3x-r (tx-t)(z-x\

5

4048l02tPreliml20
PartnerlnLearning
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6

2 The table shows electricity consumption, in watt hours, in Singapore in 2018.

(a) 1000 watt: 1 kilowatt

Convert the total amount of electricity consumed into kilowatt hours (kWh).
Give your answer in standard form.

Answer kwh l2l

(b) Calculate the percentage of the total electricity that was consumed by Commerce in
2018.

Aruywer ............. % 121

(c) The electricity consumed by Households in 2008 was p x 1012 watt hours.

Find the ratio of electricity consumed by Households in 2008 and 2018 in terms ofp.

Answer tzl

4048l02lPrelirn/2A
PartnerlnLearning

780

Households Commerce Industrial Others Total

72 x lArr l86x 101r 215x 1011 32 x l0r1 505 x 1011
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7

Z (d) The table shows the total residents in households of Singapore in 2008 and 2018.

Year 2008 2018

Total residents in households 4.84 x 106 5.64 x 106

(i) Calculate the mean amount of electricity consumed per resident per day in 2018.

Give your answer correct to the nearest hundred.

Answer

(ii) A student, Albert, made the following claim:

t3l

The total residents in households of Singapore increased between

2008 and 2018.

Thus, on average, the electricity consumed per resident per day in
2008 would be larger than in 2018.

What is wrong with his claim?

Answer

ill

4048102/Prelir,r,l20
PartnerlnLeaming

781
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8

3 Two groups of staff were surveyed.
Their weights are shown in the box-and-whisker diagrams.

(a) Find the range of masses for Group A.

Answer

O) Find the interquartile range for Group B.

Answer

(c) Make two comparisons between the weights of the two groups of staff.

Answer

(1)

xkg

...... kg tll

kg t1l

(2)

12)

4048102lPrelimlz0
PartnerlnLearning
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9

4 (a) Engboughta mobilephone at$202A.
A week later, he decided to sell it in an online platform where every customer is

entitled for 5Yo discount.
Eng would like to eam aprofit of l0% of the cost.

Calculate the selling price of the mobile phone in the online platform.

Give you answer correct to the nearest dollar.

Answer $

O) Forty-five staffneeds to work for 8 hours a day to complete a project in a week.

Five workers were transferred to another department before the project begins.

Find the number of extra hours the remaining staff need to work in a day to complete

the project in a week.

Answer .. 12)

4048102/Preliml20
PartnerlnLeaming

783

t21
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4 (c) Gina wishes to exchange her Singapore dollars (SGD) into Australia dollars (AUD).
At a money changer, the exchange rate SGD I : AUD 0.987.
However, the exchange rate in a bank is AUD 1 : SGD 1.12.

Where should Gina exchange her SGD 1200 into AUD?
Support your answer with suitable justification.

Answer because

r0

4048102lPrelim/20
PartnerlnLearning

784

L2)

(d) A hospital is raising money by collecting 2O-cent coins.
The target is to collect sufficient coins so that they would be one kilometre long when
they are placed edge-to-edge in a straight line.

NOT TO
SCALE

A 2O-cent coin is 21.00 mm in diameter.
The hospital meets their target of one kilometre.
The local bank charges 12 cents per coin deposited into the saving accounts.

Calculate the amount of money raised after the deposit to the bank.
Give you answer in dollars.

An"rwer $ ......... t3l

21.00 mm

4E/4N/5N Mathematics [Turn over
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11

4 (e) The diagram shows the speed-time graph for a bus's journey between two bus-stops.

Speed
(n/9

Time (s)

1

2A 80

Find

(l) the acceleration ofthe bus l0 seconds before reaching the next stop,

Answer

(ii) average speed of the bus for the journey between the two bus-stops.

mls2 t1l

Answer ..............n s [2]

4048lA2tPrelim/z0
PartnerlnLearning

785
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12

3 The variables x and / are connected by the equation I = !(++ 
+* - r')

Some corresponding values of .r and y correct to 1 decimal place, are given below.

x -2 1 -0.5 0 1 2 J 4 5

v 3.2 0.2 p 0 t.4 3.2 4.2 3.2 -1

(a) Find the value ofp.

Answer lll

o) for -2(x(5.

(c) Use your graph to write an inequality in x to describe the range of values where y > 3 .

Answer tll
(d) By drawing a tangent, estimate the gradient of the curve when x = -l .

Answer tzl

(e) Theequation 4x+4x2 -x3:20 onlyhas only2solutions for 1<x(5.

Explain how this can be seen from your graph.

Answer

l2l

4048l02lPrelim/20
PartnerlnLeaming

786

On the grid given, draw the graph I =i$+Ax-x') 13l
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l4

5 (0 (i) Onthesamegrid,drawthegraph 2y+x=4 for -2<x<5. L2)

(ii) Write down the x-coordinates of the points when the line and the curve intersect.

(iii) The value ofx obtained in (f)(ii) are solutions of the equation

2x3 +Axz +Bx+40=0.

Determine the values of A and B.

4A481021l1lfYw2A
PartnerlnLeaming

788
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6 (a)

o)

15

T

4

TA and TB are tangents to a circle with centre C.

,4lproduced meets CB produced at X.
XB : 4 cm and TB:3 cm.

Prove that triangle BTXis similar tofrangleACX.

Answer

In the diagram, PQRS and STW are both squares.

OP

Prove that triangle PSIis congruent to triangle.RS/.

Answer

404810211\trYE,l20
PartnerlnLeaming

789

IJI

U

t3l
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7

t6

5

8

A, B, C and D are points on horizontal ground.
AB:8m, BD:7 fi, AD:5m.

(a) Show that angle ABD:38.2o, correct to 1 decimal place.

Answer

O) Calculate the area of triangle ABD.

Answer

(c) Point C is due east of point B and C is 12 m away from D.

Find the bearing ofD from C.

Answer

40481021r\trYBl20
PartnerlnLeaming

790

North

7

12)

n* I2l

t3l
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7 A 4.5 m ta1l vertical poie is erected at D.
A camera is placed at the top of the pole.
Fanny walks along the path AC.

(d) (i) Calculate the shortest distance Fanny is from D as she walks along AC.

Answer ...... m L21

(ii) Calculate the greatest angle of depression of Fanny from the camera.

Answer t2l

17

4048lAzlNtYw2A
PartnerlnLeaming
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18

8 An open container is made of a hollow cylinder and a cone, shown in Diagram I.

5r

Diagram I
Both cylinder and cone have radius 3r cm.
The height of the cylinder is 8r cm.
The slant height of the cone is 5r cm.
The conical part of the container can hold 96n cm3 of water.

(a) Show that r:2.

Answer

40481Az/\trYBtz}
PartnerlnLeaming

792

8r

t3l

a,-*-**h\
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19

8 O) Find the height of the water when 600 cm3 of water is poured into the container.

(c) On the grid below, sketch the graph that depicts how the water level increases over

time when the container in Diagram I is completely filled with water in 28 minutes.

Indicate clearly the time when the water level reaches 4r.

WaterLevel

Time (minutes)

Answer On the diagram t3l

4048/021\/fYEl20
PartnerlnLearning

793

I

28
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8

20

(d) In Diagram II, a solid sphere of radius 3 cm is placed into the container such that it
touches the curved surface area of the cone.

8r

5r

Diagram I
(, Find, in terms of n, the volume of the sphere.

Diagram II

Answer

(ii) The container contains 600 cm3 of water before the placement of the sphere.

Calculate the rise of the height of the water when the sphere is placed in the
container.

Answer ................. cm L2l

cm3 t1l

404810211\trYBl20
PartnerlnLeaming

794
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2l

9 Three integers, a, b and c, are such that a <b < c .

The three integers are said to fonn Pythagorean triple (PT) if cZ = a2 +bz o, ,2 -b2 = a2

For example,

3, 4, 5 form a PT because 52 * 42 = (5 - 4)(5 + 4) = (1X9) = 9 = 32

and 5, 12, l3form a PT because 132 -122 : (13-12)(13+12)=(1X25) =25 = 52

(a) Form a Pythagorean triple

(i) in which the last two integers are 40 allid 41,

Answer t1l

(ii) in which the first integer is 11.

Answer

It is also possible to form a Srthagorean triple in which the last two integers differ by 2.

(b) (r) SimpliS (4nz +L)2 - (4nz - 1)2 and hence express it as a perfect square.

Answer

(ii) Form a Pythagorean triple in which the first integer is 400 and the other two

integers differ by 2.

Answer

4A48lAzl\trYF,l20
PartnerlnLeaming

795

l2l

121

121
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22

10 The tables below show the specifications of an empty oil tanker and a pumping pipe.

Specifications of Oil Tanker

@cture taken from: httg:.//wyvw.cnas!a.comls.oducglljauid-sas-rail-road-tankerslrefined-surar-tankerso

. Radius (r)

. Length (/)

. Model

:0.9m
: 10.4 m
: cylindrical as shown below. Point O is the centre
of circular cross section

brirn

l
a Safety informafion : the oil tanker can only be filled up to 15 cm from

its brim

I
t
t
t
t
1

CI

I

Specilications of Pumping Pipe

o Radius (r)
o Maximum flow of oil
o Model

:4.8 cm
: 350 crn/s

(a) Calculate the cross sectional area, in square mehes, of the tank.

Arwwer

4048/L2llvfYBl20
PartnerlnLearning
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m2 tll
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23

l0 O) To provide an exfra protection to the container, the external area has to be painted by a

special Paint.
A tin of paint can be used to polish an area of 8.5 m2.

Find the number of tins required to paint the container.

Answer t3l

(c) A pumping pipe is used to fill the container with oil.

Calculate the minimum time, in minutes, needed to filIthe container to its safe volume.

4E/4N/5N Mathematics [Turn Over404810211\[YE,l20
PartnerlnLearning
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24

Continuation of working space for Question 10c.

Answer

404810211\tr{El20
PartnerlnLeaming

798
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Answers:
lai) p: -40

laii)

1b)

1ci)
lciii)
1d)

2a)
2b)
2c)
2dl)
2dii)

3a)
3b)
3c)

25

4c)
4d)
4ei)
4eii)

5a)
5c)

sfii)
sfiii)

7b)
7c)
7d1)
Tdii)

9ai)
9aii)
ebi)
ebii)

10a)
10b)
10c)

4048102/l\trYEl20
PartnerlnLeaming
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money changer
$3809.60
-1.25
17.1875

*0.17s

1.9 <x < 4.1 or
x < -1.95 or
-2<x<-1.95
-1.95, 1.05,4.9
A:-8, B:-13

.._p+8q
4q

3

l+y
(x-2)2+3
x:2
x:5

5.05 x 1010

36.8%
5p :36
3500
The claim assumed that the total
electricity consumed in 2008 is the
same as in 2018.

17.3

291.2"
4.33
46.1'

10.6
36n
I

9,40,41
11,60,61
(4n)'
444,39999,40001

2.54
8

16.7

31
11

1)

8b)
8di)
sdii)

2)

On average, the staff in Group B
are heavier because their median
weight (66 kg) is larger than the
staff in Group A (63.5 kg)
The weights in Group B is more
consistent because their
interquartile range (l I kg) is
smaller than the weights in
Group A (15 kg)

4a)
4b)

$2111 or$2339
I
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BP - 800

Mathemafical Formulae

Compound Interest

Mensarafion

Trigonometry

Stafistics

Total amount: .(, - #)'

Area of trian gle ABC: ! absinC
2

Arc length : rA , where 0 is in radians

Sector area : ! r'A .where g is in radians
2

Curved surface area of a cone : nrl

Surface area ofa sphere : 4Ttrz

Volume of a cone : ln 'h
3

Volume of a sphere: Tlr'

a b c

4

3

sinA sinB sinC

az =b' +c' -2bccosA

Mean - z'fx

zf

Standard deviation :
'zf*' (>r*\'
v-t lrl

Page2
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BP - 801

1

Answer all the questions.

simplify a2b +"J@
: A2b + Zbz (Ml - applying law of indices)

Answer a2

2b

121

2 Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the largest.

5
2

v
4

0.83,
Z ,

Answer 2 lllI
6

,0.83 ,
v
4

3 Onesolutionoftheequation kx2 + (k-l)x - 3 - 0 is r = 1.

Find

(a) the value of k,

k+{k-1)-3=0
2k-4=A

,-_ntu-L

Answer

(b) the second possible value ofx.

k?r?*x-3=0
{Zx+3Xr-1)=O

2 t1l

3x= -VarL
Answer 1

Z

Page 3
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BP-802

4 (a) Write down the next two terms in the following number sequence:

394, -192, 96, -49, ...

Answer 24, -12

(b) Write down an expression for the n'h termof this sequence in (a).

or 'I'
768

(-2f
384

t1l

t1lAnswer
1'

t1

t-21- '

5 Paul invests $43 000 in a bankproduct.

The balance, $l of this product after t years is given by the formula

.A = 43000 xL.04Lt.

(a) Calculatel when t = 6.
Give your answer correct to the nearest cent.

,{=43000x1.0415
= 54723.37

Answer $ 54723.37 tll
(b) Find the percentage increase in the balance over 6 years. Give your answer correct to

two decimal places.

Increase = L1723.37

Percentage increase = Wlil x LooVa
43000

= 27.260/0

{M1)

Answer

Page 4
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BP - 803

6 (a) Express 540 as the product of its prime factors.

Answer

(b) The number 540k is a perfect cube.

Find the smallest positive integer value of &.

k=2x52

Answer

540:22 x33 xS

50

l1l

t1l

7 The scale of a map is 4 cm : 600 m.

(a) Write this scale in the form 1 : n .

4 : 60000
L : 1"5000

Answer 1: 15000

(b) An industrial park is represented by an area of 840 cm2 on the map.

Calculate the actual area of the industrial park in square kilometres.

1 cm : 0.15 km

L cmz : 0.152 km2

840 cmz : 840 x A.L52

: 18,9 kmz

(Mt - squaring both sides)

Answer

tll

18.9 km2 l2l

Page 5
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BP-804

8 A bag contains 15 coins, n of which are 50 cents and the rest are 20 cents. One coin is
chosen at random and not replaced.

(a) Write down, in terms of n, the probability that the first coin chosen is 20 cents.

Answer 15-n
15

(b) A second coin is chosen at random.
(D Find, in terms of n, the probability that both coins chosen are20 cents.

Answer L5-n L4-n i1l
2L0

lll

1(ii) The probability that both coins chosen are20 cents is J.
5

Show that nz -29n+168=0.

)

121

n *29n+2lO 1
[M1)

[M1)
[AG]

210 5

n'-zgn+ZlO=42
n'-zgn+168=0

(iii) Find the number of 50 cents coins in the bag initially.

{n-?L){n-8)= 0 (M1 -anymethod}
n= 2Lorn=8

since the total number of coins is 15, [81 - reject 21J

S$eents = I [41]

Answer 8 t3l

Page 6
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BP-805

9 (a) Expand and simplifli (300-p)'z.

= 3002 - 2{\$a0fo + p2

= pz * 6A0p + 90000

(b) Hence, evaluate the value of 2972.

[M1)
(A1)

Answgr -z t^t\- , .-,^^r\n 121p--600p+90000

Answer 88209 l2l

2972 = [300 - 3)2 (M1J for p=]

= sz - eools) + goooo

= 88209 (A1)

PageT
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BP - 806

10 The masses of two similar round mooncakes are 250 g and 54 g respectively.

(a) Find the ratio of the diameter of the larger mooncake to the diameter of the smaller
mooncake.

250
{M1)

L
d2

:l

54

d1 2so)
s4)d2

[Ar)

Answer 5:3

(b) Given that the total surface area of the larger mooncake is 100 cm2, find the total
surface area of the smaller mooncake.

Ar
[M1]

5

3

AZ

100

( s)'t*l
t3/

t?)
36

121

A2

A2= (A1)

Answer 36 cm2 l}l
(c) If the mass of the larger mooncake is increased by SAo/o,what is the corresponding

change in total surface area of the mooncake?

Let y be the new mass of the mooncake

tFI rP orMI for 375 ,"n
54

3.6399 * y
r36

, = 19392*36'l
= 131.0364

Percentage change : 13 1.0:91-100 
x100%

:31.A%o

Answer 31.0% l2l

Page 8
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BP - 807

11 (: {integersx:2Sx< 16}

,4 : {integers that are prime numbers}

B: {integers x:Lxz - L}x + LZ = 0 )

(a) Draw a Venn diagram to illustrate this information. t3l

2

3
13

s711 B

A 4689

l0 12 14

t5

Pl - B subset of A
Pt - All elements are correct
Pl - All correct

(b) List the elements n A fi B'.

Answer A(18':{5, 7, 11, 13 } t1l

(c) Write down the number of elements in -B'.

t1lAnswer t2

Page 9
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12 (a) Find the sum of interior angles of a pentagon.

Sum of interior angles

= [5-Z)x180"
= 540'

[M1)
(A1)

Answer

In the diagram above, find the value ofx.

.r + (r - 8)+ x + L50 + (x - 34)= 549
x = 108o

Answer

540

[M1]
[A1]

o
121

{2)

(b)

x: 108

ox

(x-

o150o x

Page l0
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BP-809

13 The masses (in kg) of 14 boys and 14 girls in a class are shown in the stem-and-leaf

diagrarn below:

Boys Girls
9993

64221
753

83

4

5

6

7

2 3 3 5 7 8 8

02259
I
2

Key @oys)
314 means 43

Key (Girls)
413 means 43

(a) Write down the mode of the boys' mass.

Answer 49 kg l1l

(b) Write down the median of the girls' mass.

Answer 49 kg t1l

(c) Write down the values for the mean and standard deviation of the boys'

mrlss.

Answer Mean: 57.2k9

SD = 9.93 kg

tll

t1l

(d) Explain briefly whether the boys or the girls are heavier in this class.

Answer .Boys.... are heavier because their median of 53 kg is

greater than the girls' median weight of 49kg

Or compare mean weight - Boys (57.2k9) vs Girls (51.2 kg)

tll

Page 11
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BP-810

t4 In store A, paint costs $23.20 per litre, detergent costs $4.50 per litre and alcohol
costs $9.80 per litre. In store B, paint costs $19.70 per litre, detergent costs $5.50
per litre and alcohol costs $9.20 per litre.

n{.2 ri.zr Paint
This information can be represented by the matrix q = { +.S S.S lDetergent

\ g.e s.z / Atcohot

(a) John buys 8 litres of paint, 6 litres of detergent and 5 litres of alcohol.
Paul buys 7 litres of paint, 5 litres of detergent and l0 litres of alcohol.

Represent their purchases in a 2 x 3 makix P.

Answer
5 tllT

L

I
7

5
5 10

(b) Evaluate the matrix R: PQ .

,= 
[,

=[

I
7

6

5

5

10
{

23.2
4.5
9.8

19.7
5.5
o.,

[M1)

[A1]251.6
282.9

236.6
257.4 l

Answer R -.

(c) How much money would Paul save by shopping in store B?

Saving:282'9 -257.4

Answer $ 25.50

(d) John shops in store A.
He has a shopping voucher that gives a discount of 20Yo.

How much does he pay in total for his items?

Answer $ 209.28

t2)

Itl

lll

Page 12
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15 The graphs below show the result of sales of two competing brands over a few years.

120

80

40

Number of people prefer

Brand A

2016 2017 2018 2A79 2020

Number of people prefer

Srand B

s0

40

20

2016 ?A11 2018 2019 2420
0

State one aspect of the graphs which may be misleading and explain how this may lead to

a misinterpretation of the graphs.

Answer The scale of the y-axis for both graphs are different (Bl)

Brand B looks like the preferred brand as the graph appears higher compared to

Brand A (Bl)

t2)

Page 13
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16 (a) Solve the inequalities -7 < ?sc + 5 < 13.

x > 6 andx < 4

- 6<.r<4

Answer - 6 < x<4 l2)

(b) A rectangular card is measured to have a length of 8.3 cm and a width of 4.6 cm with
accuracy of 0.1 cm.
Find the smallest possible area of this card.

SmallestArea = 8.25 x 4.55

= 37.5375

{81 - either correctJ

tA1)

[M1]
[A1]

Answer k:3

Answer a: 5

Answer 37.5375 cmz

(c) The sketch shows the graph of y - ka-* .

The points (0, 3) and (-4,1875) lie on the graph.
Find the value of ft and of a.

v
187s)

l2l

tll

tll

(0,3)

x0

Page 14
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11 Alan buys a cax on hire purchase which costs $110,000.
Two banls offer him their respective hire purchase packages as follows

(a) Calculate the down-payment required for United Bank.

Answer $ 33000

(b) Calculate the total interest that Alan would pay if he chooses United Bank.

Answer $ 18865

(c) Calculate the monthly instalment for Overseas Bank.

Total loan amount including interest:66000 + 13,200 (Bl - 13200)
:79240

79204

t1l

tll

t3l

Monthly instalment SxLZ
= L320

(M1)

(A1)

Answer $ 1320

(d) Give a suitable reason why Alan chose United Bank instead of Overseas Bank.

Answer United Bank has lower down-payrnent than overseas Bank

Or Monthly instaLnent $1141.25 < $1320

Or United Bank has lower interest rate'

United Bank
Instalment PlanA

c 30Yo down-payment
. Equal monthly instalments for 7 years

o 3.5o/o simple interest per annum

Overseas Bank
Instalment Plan B

o 4A%o down-payment
o Equal monthly instalments for 5 years

o 4o/o simple interest per annum

.................t11

Page 15
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18 The line 1* 4= 1 cuts the x-axis at A andthe y-axis at B.35
Find

(a) the coordinates ofl.

Answer A: (3 ,0)

(b) the length of the line AB

t1l

AB = J;r* s2

= 5.83

5
GradientAB r - -3

5y-{-T)= -dx-51
5

54v= - --r+-"33

[M1)
(A1j

Answer 5.83 units

(c) the equation of the line which passes through the point (5,-7) and has the same

gradient asline AB.

l2l

[81)

[M1)

[AU

Answer 54v= --x+-"33
t3l

Page 16
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19 The line l,B is drawn below.

B

(a) Construct triangle ABC where angle ABC: 80" and BC : 6 cm.

(b) Construct the bisector of angle BAC .

(c) Construct the perpendicular bisector of BC

(d) Mark clearly a possible point which is outside the triangle, equidistant &om B

and C, and nearer to AB tbanAC.

A

t1l

l1l

t1l

Label this pointP. t1l

Page 17
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20 A, B, C, D and E lie on a circle. AC is a diameter of the circle atdAE is parallel ta BD,

F is the point of intersection of AC and BD and angle ABF : 61".

Find,

D

C

E

A

(a) alegle ABC,

zABC = 90o fangle in semi-circleJ

Answer 90 o

(b) angle CBD,

LCBD = 29' (complementary anglesj

Answer 29 o

(c) angle CAD,

zCAD = 29o [angles in the same segment)

Answer 29 "

(d) angle AED.

B

LAED= 180 - 61

= 779"
(angles in the opposite segment) (81)
(AU

tll

tll

I1l

Answer 119 o l2l

--- End of Paper ---

Page 18
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BP-820

2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statisttcs

Total amount: ,(t - #)'

Curved surface area ofa cone: nrl

Surface area ofa sphere : 4fir2

Volume of a cone : ln 'h
3

Volume of a sphere: 1lr'

Area of trian gle ABC: !absinC
2

4
;J

Sector area: 
*r'r,where 

0 is in radians

Arc length : fr , where 0 is in radians

ab c

sinl sinB sinC

a2:b2 +c'-ZbccosA

Mean
Z,fx

v

Standard deviation:
t t2
{>fx1-t r/l2f

4048l02lPrelim/20
PartnerlnLearning

820
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3

I (a) p=aq(r-2)

(l) Evaluate p when 4=2and r:-3.
P = aQ)(1-2)

=-40

Answer

(ii) Express r in terms of p md q .

p=4qr-8q Ml -expansion
P +8q = 4qr

o+8a
'- 4q A1

Answer

tll

12)

ft) Simolifr 9 -6x
' '3-Zx+3y-2ry

9 *6x 3(3 -2x)
3-2x+3y-Zxy 3-2x+ y(3-2x)

3(3-2x)
(l+y)(3- 2r)

3

B1 - factorisation by grouping

A1l+y

Answer t2l

4048l02tPreliml20
PartnerlnLeaming

821
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4

r (c) (r) Express 7 -4x+ xz in the form (.r-p)' * q .

7 -4x+ x2 :{x-2)2 _(2)' +7
:(x_2)? +3

4048l02tPreliml20
PartnerlnLeaming

822

B2
Bl * for either p or q

Answer

(ii) Sketch the graph of y =7 -4x+ xz .

Indicate clearly the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the axes
and the tuming point on the graph.

Answer v

Q,3)

x

BI - fory-intercept
B1 - tuming point
Bl - shape

(iii) Write the equation of line of symmetry ofthe graph y =7 -4x+ x2 .

x=2 Bl

Answer

l2l

(0,

o

t3l

t1l

4E/4N/5N Mathematics [Turn over



BP - 823

1 (d)
x 5 5+l0x

DUIYg 2-x' 3x-! (rx-t)(z-x)'
x(3x-l) +5(2- x) = 5 +10x

3xz *x+l}*5x=5+10x

3x2 -16x+5 = 0

(3x*1[x-5) = 0

, = |G"j.)J

5

or x=5 A1

M1 - removing denominators

Ml - quadratic eqn "= 0"

MI

t4I

4048/02/Prelim/20
PartnerlnLeaming
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BP -824

6

2 The table shows electricity consumption, in watt hours, in Singapore in 2018.

(a) 1000 watt: 1 kilowatt

Convert the total amount of electricity consumed into kilowatt hours (klvh).
Give your answer in standard form.

B2
Bl - either 5.05 or 106

Answer 5.05x10r0 kwh L2l

(b) Calculate the percentage of the total electricity that was consumed by commerce in
201 8.

% required - 186x1011 
xlooYo' 505x10"

=36.8o/o

M1

A1

Answer

(c) The electricity consumed by households in 2008 was p x 1012 watt hours.

Find the ratio of electricity consumed by the household in 2008 and 2018 in terrns ofp

ratio require6 = px1012 :72xl0rr

=10px10tr:72xl0tt Ml -bothinmultipleof l01r or 1012

=5P :36 At - accept answers in fractions or
decimals

Answer l2l

4048l02lPrelim/20
PartnerlnLearning

824

Households Commerce Industrial Others Total

72 x l0rr 186x 1011 215x 1011 32 x l0rl 505 x 101r

4E/4N/5N Mathematics [Turn over
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BP - 825

7

2 (d) The table shows the total residents in households of Singapore in 2008 and 2018.

Year 2008 2018

Total residents in households 4.84 x lA6 5.64 x 1A6

(i) Calculate the mean amount of electricity consumed per resident per day in 2018.

Give your answer correct to the nearest hundred.

=3497.5225

= 3500

Answer

(ii) A student, Albert, made the following claim:

MI - divide by 5.64 x 106

M1 - clividaby 365

A1

mean reouir"a = -j?"lrolt -5.64x105 x365

The total residents in households of Singapore increased between

2008 and 2018.

Thus, on dverage, the electricity consumed per resident per day in

2008 would be larger than in 2018.

What is wrong with his claim?

Answer

the claim assures that the total electricity consumed in 2008 is the same as in
2018. Al

4048l0ZtPreliml20
PartnerlnLearning

825

t3l

t1l
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8

3 Two groups of staff were surveyed.
Their weights are shown in the box-and-whisker diagrams

xkg

(a) Find the range of masses for Group A.

Answer 31 kg Bl t1l

(b) Find the interquartile range for Group B.
interquartile rarge = 71*60

=11 kg Bl

Answer ...... kg tll
(c) Make two comparisons between the weights of the two groups of staff

Awwer

(1) On average, the staff in Group B are heavier because their median weight (66 kg)
is larger than the staff in Group A (63.5 kg)

(2) The weights in Group B is more consistent because their interquartile range (1 1

kg) is smaller than the weights in Group A (15 kg) .........t21

Bl - using medians to compare and interpret with values stated

Bl - using interquartile range (or range) to compare and interpret with values stated

4048l02lPreliml20
PartnerlnLeaming

826
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BP -827

9

4 (a) Engboughtamobilephone atfi2020.
A week later, he decided to sell it in an online platform where every customer is

entitled for 5Yo discount.
Eng would like to earraprofit of lloh of the cost.

Calculate the selling price of the mobile phone in the online platform.

Give you answer correct to the nearest dollar.

Case 7: The online platform excluded 5% discount from the selling price.

selling price= ll0%x95%x2020 Mi -"multiplyby 11,0%

= $2111 (nearest dollar) A1

case 2; The online platform factored lr;.5% discount in the selling price.

. 110o/ox2020
seltrng pflce = gS% Ml - multiply by I l0%

= $2339 (nearest dollar) A1

Answer $

Forty-five staffneeds to work for 8 hours a day to complete a project in a week.

Five workers were transferred to another department before the project begins.

Find the number of extra hours the remaining staffneed to work in a day to complete

the project in a week.

Let Sbe the number of staffand Ilbe the number of hours'

o_k
d 

-- H
q5:L

8

k =360
When S = 40,

40: 360

H
H=9

.'. extra hour = 1 A1

Answer

t2)

(b)

BI

L2l

4048l02lPreliml20
PartnerlnLeaming
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10

4 (c) Gina wishes to exchange her Singapore dollars (SGD) into Australia dollars (AUD)
At a money changer, the exchange rate SGD 1 : AUD 0.987.
However, the exchange rate in abank is AUD 1 : SGD 1.12.

Where should Gina exchange her SGD 1200 into AUD?
Support your answer with suitable justification.

In the bank, the exchange rate is equivalent to

SGD 1= AUD I
1.12

= AUD 0.89285
In the bank, the exchange rate is equivalent to

SGDl=AUD I

t.t2
= AUD 0.89285

number of coins required = ryq
= 47619.04762

=47620
amount of money raised =(4.2-0.12)x47620

= $3809.60

An"ywer $

4048102tPrelim/2A
PartnerlnLearning

828

M1 - division shown

Ml - division shown

Answer money changer because 1 Singapore dollar worth more than in the bank. Bi

l2l

(d) A hospital is raising money by collecting 20-cent coins.
The target is to collect sufficient coins so that they would be one kilometre long when
they are placed edge-to-edge in a straight line.

NOT TO
SCALE

A 20-cent coin is 21.00 mm in diameter.
The hospital meets their target of one kilometre.
The local bank charges 12 cents per coin deposited into the saving accounts.

Calculate the amount of money raised after the deposit to the bank.
Give you answer in dollars.

Bl - conversion to mm

A1

t3l

1.00 mm
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4 (e) The diagram shows the speed-time graph for a bus's journey between two bus-stops.

Speed
(n/s)

80
Time (s)

Find

(D the acceleration ofthe bus 10 seconds before reaching the next stop,

acceleration = gradient of line segment

0*25
s0-60

=-1.25 m/s2 Bl

Answer mls2 tll

(ii) average speed of the bus for the joumey between the two bus-stops.

Anrwer ....m/s l2l

4048l02tPrelim/ZO
PartnerlnLearning

829

_----__ -,- -r 0.5(80+30Xzs) Ml -using area under graph to
average speed = g0- find distance travelled

:17.1875 m/s Al

\
\

\
\
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5 The variables x and / are connectedby the equation y =i(o* 4x - xr).

Some corresponding values of x and y correct to I decimal place, are given below

x a
-a -1 -0.5 0 1 2 3 4 5

v 3.2 0.2 p 0 1.4 3.2 4.2 3.2 -l

(a) Find the value ofp

Answer -0.175 Bl - accept -0.2 tll

(b)

(c)

t1l

l2l

Onthegridgiven,drawthegraph l=!(+++*-*') for -2(x(5. t3l
P2 - all points piotted correctly Pl - at leist 7 poiuts plotted 51 - all 9 points are connected

Use your graph to write an inequality in x to describe the range of values where y > 3 .

1.9<x<4.1 or x<*1.95 B:

Answer

(d) By drawing a tangent, estimate the gradient of the curve when x = -1 .

Points are (*2, I .6) and (0, -1 .2) B 1 - suitable tangent seen

1, , 1.6-(-t.2)
sradrent

-2-0
= *1.4 A1 - with wcrking seen

Answer

(e) Theequation 4x+4x2 -x'=20 onlyhas only2 solutions forl (x<5.

Explain how this can be seen from your graph.

Answer

I
5
(+++x-x'):+

The liney:4 intersects the curve at only 2 points for -2 < x < 5 therefore there are

only 2 solutions in the equation 4x+4x2 -x3 :20 .

BI - "y - 4" sesn Bl "- intersect at 2 points with concluding remark
t21

4048l0ZlPreliml20
PartnerlnLearning
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s (f)

Snby = -;- *2 rnto y= 
|t+* 

4x - x2),

t4

(, On the same grid, draw the Saph 2y + x = 4 for -2 < x 35

Bl * straight line with gradient *0.5

Bl - straight line withy-intercept 2

(ii) Write down the x-coordinates of the points when the line and the curve intersect.

Answer x:-1.95, 1.05, 4.9 A1 11]

(iii) The value ofx obtained in (e)(ii) are solutions of the equation

2x3 +Ax2 +Bx+20=0.

Determine the values of A and B.

121

*1r* z=!@+4x-xz\25
-5x + 20 = 8x + 8x2 -2x3

2x3 -8x2 -l3x+20:0
A=-8 B =-13

Ml "." solving simultaneous eqns

A1

Answer A: ...

B_ t2l

4048102fH/rYEl20
PartnerlnLeaming

832
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15

4B

TA and TB are tangents to a circle with centre C.

llproduced meets CB produced at X.
XB:4 cm and TB:3 cm.

Prove that triangle BTXis similar tofrarrgle ACX.

Answer
In triangle BTX andriiangle ACX, 82 - all 3 pairs of angles

angle BXT = angle AXC (common angle) with reasons

angle TBX =arryle CAX (tangent perpendicular to radius) Bl -2pairs of angles with

angle BTX = angle ACX (angles sum of triangle) reasons

Therefore, both triangles are similar because all three corresponding angles are equal.

t3l
Al - with all reasons stated

O) In the diagram, PORS and STW are both squares.

P

Y

U

Prove that triangle P^SIis congruent to triangle RSZ.

Answer
In triangle P.SIand hiangle RSZ,

P.l = RS (sides of square PQRS)

ST: SY (sides of square STUY) 81 - sides of square used

angle BTX = angle ACX (90'+ angle R^Sn B I - 90" + angle ft,!l/
Therefore, both triangles are congruent because two pairs of coresponding sides and

their included angles are equal. A1 - with all reasons sated
13l

4048l02NrYE,l20
PartnerlnLeaming

833

T

s
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t6

5

8

A, B, C and D ile points on horizontal ground.
AB:8 m, BD:'I m, AD:S m.

(a) Show that angle ABD:38.2", correct to I decimal place.

North

7

C

Answer

cosZABD _72 +82 -52
2(7)(8)

ZABD:38.213o

= 38.2o

M1

AI
AO

l2l
(b) Calculate the area of triangle ABD.

area of triangle ABD= 1(gXZ)*io38.213''2

=L7.320

=17.3 mz

MI

A1

Answer

(c) Point C is due east of point B and C is 12 m away from D.

Find the bearing of D from C.
sin(l80" - 38.213') sin./.ABD

127
IABD=2l.l5l

Bearing required =270" + 2l.l5l
=291.151"

=Z9t.Z" (l dp)

Answer

4048tA21\{YE|20
PartnerlnLeaming

834

A1

MI

A1

# tzj

13l
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A 4.5 m tall vertical pole is erected at D.
A camera is placed at the top of the pole.
Fanny walks along the pathAC.

(d) (i) Calculate the shortest distance Fanny is from D as she walks alongAC.

Let M the point on,{C such that MD is perpendiculat to AC.
In triangle BMD,

sin3g.2l3" =MD Ml
7

MD = 7sin38.213"

= 4.13 m (3sf) Al

Answer

(ii) Calculate the greatest angle of depression of Fanny from the camera.

In triangle MDT,

D

.m 12)

45

7 sin 38.213o
Ml - tangent ratio with shortest
distance used

ZTMD =46.142"

The greatest angle of depression is 46.1o. A1

Answer

D

l2l

4A48/0211\trYEl2A
PartnerlnLeaming
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I An open container is made of ahollow cylinder and a cone, shown in Diagram I.

8r

5r

Diagram I
Both cylinder and cone have radius 3r cm.
The height of the cylinder is 8r cm.
The slant height of the cone is 5r cm.
The conical part of the container can hold 96n cml of water.

(a) Show that r:2.

Answer

height ofcone = )-(3r)' Ml

=4r
1

Volume of cone = 7 n(3r)'(4r)
3
1

96n =lner)r(4r)
3

96=1213

13 =8
* _ll
, _L

Mi - apply the volume of cone

A1

AG

t3l
(b) Find the height of the water when 600 cm3 of water is poured into the container.

Volume of water in cylinder = 600-96n

n(6)'zh=600*96n MI
, 600-96n,r=_G_

height of water = 4(2)*60o-:96t
36tt

= 10.638

= 10.6 cm

4A48lA2NtrYEDA
PartnerlnLeaming

836
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I c) On the grid below, sketch the graph that depicts how the water level inueases over

time when the container in Diagram I is completely filled with water in 28 minutes.

Indicate clearly the time when the water level reaches 4r.

Water Level

Time (minutes)

(d)

428
Bl - concave down to height 4r

B1 - straight line ftom height 4r ta 12r 81 - 4 minutes to reach 4r

Answer On the diagram

In Diagram II, a solid sphere of radius 3 cm is placed into the container such that it
touches the curved surface area ofthe cone.

I

t3l

8r

5r

Diapanr I
(r) Find, in terms of n, the volume of the sphere.

Diagram II

4
Volume of sphere = -z (:)'

=36n cm'

Answer .... cm3 tll

404810211\/IYE/20
PartnerlnLeaming

837
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4048l02llvlYEl20
PartnerlnLeaming
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(ii) The container contains 600 cm3 of water before the placement of the sphere.

Calculate the rise of the height of the water when the sphere is placed in the
container.
Volume of sphere = Volume of water with increased height

*oG)'=/E(6)zH Ml
5

H=l

The rise is I cm. AI

Answer cm 12)
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9 Three integers, a, b and c, are such tbat a <b <c .

The three integers are said to fonn Pythagorean hiple (PT) if c2 = a2 +b2 o, ,2 *b2 = aZ .

For example,

3, 4, 5 form a PT because 52 - 42 : (5 - 4)(5 + 4) = 0X9) = 9 = 32

and 5,12,13 form aPTbecause 132 -122 =(13-12X13+12)=(1X25) =25=52

(a) Form a Pythagorean triple

(D in which the last two integers are 40 and 41,

9,40,41 81

Answer Ill

(ii) in which the first integer is 1l

11,60,61 B2

B1 - for answer given as 612 :112 + 602

Answer l2l

It is also possible to form a Pythagorean triple in which the last two integers differ by 2.

O) (i) Simpliff (4nz +l)2 -(4n2 -1)2 and hence express it as a perfect square.

(4nz +L)2 -(4n2 -l)'= (+n'+t-+n'+t)(ln'+l+4n2 -t) n,tr

=16n2

= (4n)2 A1 * Perfect square forrn

Answer l2l

(ii) Form a Pythagorean Triple in which the first integer is 400 and the other two
integers differ by 2.

4n=400

n=100
400,39999,40001

Ml - determining the value of z

Answer l2l

404810zlNrYElzA
PartnerlnLearning

839
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10 The tables below show the specifications of an empty oil tanker and a pumping pipe.

Specifications of Oil Tanker

@icture http:l/www.cnasia.comlorcducts./liquid-eas-rail-road-tankere/refined-sular-tankers/)

o Radius (r)
. Length (4
o Model

:0.9 m
: 10.4 m
: cylindrical as shown below. Point O is the centre
of circular cross section

brim

I

a Safety information: the oil tanker can only be filled up to 15 cm from
its brim

I
,
t
I
I
1

Specifications of Pumping Pipe

. Radius (r)
o Maximum flow of oil
o Model

:4.8 cm
: 350 cm/s

(a) Calculate the cross sectional are4 in square metres, of the tank.

cross sectional area = n(0.9)z

= 0.81zr

=2.54 m' 81

An-rwer

4048102llvTYEl20
PartnerlnLearning

840
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(b) To provide an extraprotection to the container, the external area has to be painted by a
special paint.
A tin of paint can be used to polish arL areaof 8.5 m2.

Find the number of tins required to paint the container

total surface area=Z(A.8Dn +2r(0.\$A.a\ Ml - total surface area

=20.34r
20.34n

number of tins required = ? Ml - / their TSA

=7.5176

- 8 (rounded up to nearest integer) u.ll

Answer t3l

(c) A pumping pipe is used to fillthe container with oil.

Calculate the minimum time, in minutes, needed to frll the container to its safe volume.

0.

Volume of fuel required =2.M34Ax10.4

=25.41136

a ^ 0.9-0.15
g-0.15 cosfl= 

o.gJ o =33.557"

MI

Ml * area of segrxent x 10.4

area of major segment = 
f,{o.r>'sin(2 

x 33.5 57 "'y + ry#EJ: x r(0.9)z M 1

=2.44340

Maximum rate flow = tr(0.048)2 (3.5) 81

Minimumtimetaken - 25'411]6
= o(0t04sft35) Ml * even the denominator is in cm

= 1003.0613 seconds

=1.6.7 minutes (3sf) A1

40481AZ/\[YBl20
PartnerlnLeaming
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